"On the Road to Happiness" with Cal Polys' rose float

By SCOTT CRAVEN
Daily Automobile Editor

The 1978 Tournament of Roses Parade in Pasadena will mark the 50th year students of Cal Poly Pomona and Pomona have cooperated in production of an entry.

This year’s parade, on Jan. 1, will carry the theme “On the Road to Happiness.” In keeping with this theme, Cal Poly’s float, named “Orin and Bear It,” will feature four bears traveling on a giant railroad handcar.

The handcar’s locomotive will be manned by Pep, a large bear, and a small bear named Junior. Junior will stand on a large blue steam engine in order to reach the croshers.

Completing the float are two other bears and various small animals.

The float’s design was chosen last April during Poly Royal and modified by the float committee.

“Every year we hold a design contest during Poly Royal,” said Keith Wen, student chairman of the float publicity committee. “A girl from Pomona was the contest with a design of a handcar manned by a chimpanzee and a rabbit. That idea didn’t go over well with the float committee as bears replaced the chimpanzee and rabbit.”

It was not the first time the committee was not satisfied with the original design, Wen said.

“Last year’s elephant was supposed to be a hippopotamus,” said Wen. “Usually Pomona did most of the work, but during the last three or four years the work has been split 50-50.”

Students here have been working on the float, which is 40 feet long, 12 feet wide and 16 feet tall since the beginning of the school year, Wen said.

“We’re not as far along as we would like to be,” said Wen. “But we usually run behind schedule. We work better under pressure.”

After Fall quarter exams, Wen said, we are in mid-December. The various figures and the main structure of the float will be combined at the Pomona campus.

“We are going to work on the mechanics of the float here until we move it to Alhambra Dec. 20,” said Wen. “Alhambra, which is closer to the parade site, will start the decorating.”

Many of the donations come from the sale of rose float buttons, Wen said.

“We tried selling iron-on T-shirt decals during Poly Royal, but we sold it out that day,” said Wen.

The joint float entry will be the only one in the New Year’s Day parade that is designed, built, financed and exhibited solely by students, according to Wen.

“We will be competing with the professional floats,” he said. “The professional floats good for $8,000 on a budget of $300,000.”

Tough competition has not hurt the float’s morale by the students, who have spent 15 years entering the parade, they have won 13 major awards and is dividend pride.

“We will be probably working on the float until Jan. 1,” said Wen. “There’s no question we’ll have it done by then. We have to. There’s no other choice.”

Time is not the only difficulty the float committee has to contend with.

“We have to stay within our budget,” said Wen. “We receive about $3,000 from AIF and Pomona gets about $2,000. If we go over that we have to depend on donations.”

Many of the donations come from the sale of rose float buttons, Wen said.

“We are going to work on the mechanics of the float here until we move it to Alhambra Dec. 20,” said Wen. “Alhambra, which is closer to the parade site, will start the decorating.”

Flowers to be used on the float will include Pomona’s red and white carnations, Chrysanthemums and lavender buttons.

The float will be using the same engine that last year’s float utilized, with a few modifications.

“We will use last year’s engine to put out more power,” said Wen.

The animation system, developed by students in the two campus, consists of a complex hydraulic and electrical system that will move the figures to the whole scene.
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**The hidden meaning of the IRA fee**

I have a little surprise for you financial wizards who are flying through Cal Poly and wondering what that mysterious number called TIFIAN is. I am Dr. Mark D. Dumke, professor of political science and editor of Mustang Daily. I would like to explain to you how this mysterious number came to be.

The IRA fee is a charge levied by the California State University system, and it has been a source of concern for many students. I want to explain the hidden meaning behind this fee and why it is necessary.

First, let me explain the concept of IRA. IRA stands for Individual Retirement Account, and it is a type of retirement plan that allows individuals to save for their retirement. The IRA fee is a way for the university to provide this retirement plan for its employees.

The funds collected from the IRA fee are used to provide retirement benefits for employees of the university. This includes contributions to the employee's IRA, as well as support for the university's pension plans.

Many people see this as a burden, but it is important to understand the reasoning behind it. The university needs to provide a retirement plan for its employees, and the IRA fee is a way to fund this program. Without the IRA fee, the university would not be able to offer this valuable benefit to its employees.

I hope that this explanation helps you understand the importance of the IRA fee. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to ask.

**Author:** Dr. Mark D. Dumke

---

**OUR READERS WRITE...**

---

**THE HORRIBLE REALITIES OF WOMEN IN GOVERNMENT**

The National Women's Conference held last week in Boston has raised many issues important to women. One issue that was brought up repeatedly was the need for women to have equal representation in government. The conference was attended by women from all over the world, and it was clear that women are ready to take their place in government.

I agree with this sentiment. Women have been marginalized in politics for far too long. It is time for women to have a voice in government. The only way to achieve this is through equal representation.

I believe that women should be given the opportunity to serve in government. They have a unique perspective and can bring fresh ideas to the table. It is time for women to take their rightful place in government.

**Author:** Dr. Mark D. Dumke

---

**JAYWALKERS ARE NOT IMMORTAL**

Some students think they are immortal, but the fact is, no one is immortal. Jaywalking is a dangerous practice that can lead to serious injury or even death.

The driver may have to pay the fees, but it is not the driver's fault. It is the student's fault for not paying attention to the traffic signals.

I urge all students to be aware of their surroundings and to use caution when crossing the street. It is important for students to be safe and to avoid putting themselves in harm's way.
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Registration priority for Poly's full-time students?

By DIRE BROOKSBA

In an attempt to keep Calif Poly's enrollment below 18,000, representatives of local accrediting bodies were considering a proposal to give priority registration to full-time students.-

The proposal, by Jon Ericsson, dean of the School of Commerce, was intended to encourage the enrollment of students who take less than a full load, and thereby eliminate the necessity of increasing the number of full-time students.-

It would also mean less pressure on the student body's already strained intramural program, and could lead to greater enrollment of part-time students.-

The proposal was approved by the accrediting bodies on condition, however, that the enrollment remain at 18,000. If the enrollment goes above that, the proposal would be considered失效.

The average unit size of Poly has increased from 1969-1970 to 1975-1976, according to a report by Tom Dunigan, director of the School of Commerce.-

The average size of the student body is now 18,000, up from 17,100 in 1975-1976. The student body size is expected to increase to 18,000 in 1977-1978, with an enrollment of 17,000 in 1978-1979. The student body size is expected to remain at 18,000 in 1979-1980, with an enrollment of 17,000 in 1980-1981.
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New program helps meet education needs

By GARY KAPLAN
Daily Bell Webr

Searching for answers to a new program in California designed to reach out to young people with exceptional needs who are not presently receiving an adequate education, the California State Department of Education announced the search for these individuals.

According to information released by the department, the U.S. Office of Education estimates that of the 7.6 million handicapped individuals between the ages three and 21 in the United States, one-half are not receiving any educational programs that are adequate, and one-quarter are receiving no formal education at all.

There are many reasons why a number of parents do not have their so-called 'handicapped' children in educational programs prepared for them, said Gloria Oraf-Pollard, San Luis Obispo County Search and Serve Coordinator of the recent KVEC program.

"These are: one, the parent may not have recognized any problem; two, they fear their children will be taken away from them and that they have bad bad experience with schools."

The six-week search and serve program, which referred to find the young people who need special education, is being carried out by San Luis Obispo County Search and Serve Coordinator and two other personnel co-ordinating on a recent KVEC program.

Enjoy Natural. Wholesome Food
At its Creative Best. Try:

The Family
Cafe
Natural Food Restaurant
915 Grand Ave., Grover City
OPEN 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. DAILY
Serving Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

Ask a banking question.
We'll give you a full report.

If you have a banking question you'd like answered, Bank of America is the place to come.

In fact, we can probably give you a full report on the subject.

That's because our Consumer Information Reports cover a wide variety of banking subjects, including: "A Guide to Checks and Checking" which tells you what you need to know about checking and depositing checks, holds, and stop-payment procedures. We also offer reports on: "How to Establish Credit" "Ways to Save Money" "Rights and Responsibilities: Age 14" and more.

And our Consumer Information Reports are free at any one of our branches.

Of course, we have a variety of other banking services, as well. "Life College Plan" Checking, Personal Choice Savings Plans, and if you qualify, Student BankAmerica Visa and overdraft protection. But you can pick up our Consumer Information Reports with no obligation to sign up for anything.

You see, we figure the more you know about banking, the more likely you are to bank with the bank that can do you the most good, both in school and after.

Rhodesian forces raid Mozambique

SALISBURY, Rhodesian forces and guerrillas raided a Mozambican town in a major operation Wednesday, the military said.

One Rhodesian official said a small force of servicemen came in as guerrillas sneaked in and out of Mozambique province of 900 miles, in this area the Mozambicans to surprise the village.

The military, came in and seized ground and the guerrillas were driven off. A second camp in a nearby area, the official said.

This is a war of the Rhodesian forces and guerrillas, said the official.

The military, came in and seized ground and the guerrillas were driven off. A second camp in a nearby area, the official said.

One Rhodesian official said a small force of servicemen came in as guerrillas sneaked in and out of Mozambique province of 900 miles, in this area the Mozambicans to surprise the village.
Chancellor sees universities losing respect

By RICHARD PRICE
Daily News Staff Writer

One of the primary functions of the university's administration is the protection of students' interests. This is a responsibility that the chancellor feels is being neglected by the university bureaucracy. In his report, he argues that the university is losing respect among the student body and that steps must be taken to regain this trust.

He points out that the university is facing significant budget cuts and that the administration needs to be more transparent about its decision-making process. He also emphasizes the need for better communication between the administration and the students.

The chancellor concludes by stating that the university needs to become more responsive to the needs of its students and that this can be achieved through increased transparency and better communication.

Chancellor Glenn Dunker

Union prez says bargaining rights near

By RICHARD PRICE
Daily News Staff Writer

Cal Poly's faculty is on the verge of winning collective bargaining rights, but Chancellor Glenn Dunker may not be able to support the administration's decision to do so.

Warren Kennedy, president of the 1,100-member United Faculty of Cal Poly, said yesterday that a new bargaining agreement is close to being signed. Kennedy said that the administration is currently negotiating with the faculty over bargaining rights, and that the faculty has been very cooperative.

Kennedy said that the administration is not taking the faculty's proposals seriously, and that the faculty is ready to strike if the administration does not agree to some of their demands.

RICHARD PRICE
Daily News Staff Writer

United Faculty of Cal Poly (UFPC) is considering striking if the administration does not agree to their demands.

The faculty is currently negotiating with the administration over bargaining rights, and the administration is not taking the faculty's proposals seriously. The faculty is ready to strike if the administration does not agree to some of their demands.
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**SPORTS**

**Gymnasts begin historic season**

BY JIM ALVERDAN

Daily Street Writer

A lot of Cal Poly sports history will take place this Saturday when the first ever Women's Gymnastics meet is held at the University Gym. This inaugural contest will pit Cal Poly's new team against two of the nation's top programs.

There are many things to be said for Cal Poly's new women's gymnastics team. The Mustangs will take on the University of California at Berkeley and the University of Oregon at Eugene.

California's 'other' baseball team
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Without the brains the brawn's no good

By JANET KIBERTY

Boston Red Sox outfielder Ted Williams once said, "Hitting is 90% per cent mental and 10% physical," referring to his own experience. The mental side is probably more important. The athlete has to play with intensity and this is easier to do if he is mentally ready.

"Perhaps," Williams added, "you have to be different for each game. A starting pitcher might go through the scoring report to determine that the hitter he opposed in the opening game of the season will not think about the field he is running with and the conditions of the track.

While these things run through an athlete's mind, he becomes excited about the game. This excitement or nervousness is released as physical energy through his performance.

If an athlete goes into competition without feeling nervous, just going through the motions, he is apt to do poorly.

"I like to set a goal for myself for the race," said Maggie Kaye, a member of the women's cross-country team, who has already qualified for the Olympic trials in the 3,000-meter event. "I'm not trying to do too much good work out during the week. I usually perform well.

Mike Farris, a relief pitcher for the Mustang baseball team, recently had surgery to remove bone chips from his pitching arm. Thinking about the operation could bring on anxiety and make him lose the desire to work hard.

"At a reliever I have to be ready to go into the game at any time. I can't be thinking about my arm. You've got to go out there and give it your best and you can't touch your stuff. If you don't you'll never make it," said Farris.

In the locker room there is a bulletin board decorated with pictures of the athletes. Covering it are dozens of newspaper clippings about the week's opponent. The crucial point about the opposing squad is underlined in red ink.

Basketball playoffs held

By ROBERT J. SWaney

As with many other sports, the basketball team is in the middle of its sports for the season. The playoffs are being held tonight and again Wednesday for the Mountain States Conference. The Red squad is in first place and it will play at home Wednesday night. This year's tournament was won by the Red squad, which is in the top place.

Bob Rodger, winner of the tournament, is the head coach. He has trained his team well and is able to take the team.

With the basketball and individual sports going on, the athletes will receive a break. Basketball is just one of the many sports offered by the intramural department. It also offers such as co-ed volleyball, badminton and co-ed basketball.

The players see it every day during the week. It is not only about the opponents, but also about the way they are performing.

"With all the yelling going on in the locker room before the game I like to try and relax. I think the players look up to me as a leader while we are on the field," said Johnson. "If I'm all crazy with excitement there is no way I can relay the plays in them in the middle.

Wrestlers practice controlled aggression. They must be aware of everything going on around them and not get so choked up that they take their hands to the other person. They take their hands to the other person and hope for the best."

"You have to be able to reset to any move your opponent makes. You think about your strategy and move. You've got to keep yourself together," said Don Harvey, who recently won a gold medal in the sport of sabotage (a combination of judo and wrestling) at the Pan American Games. Harvey wrestled for the Mustang last year.

"It's important for me to relax before I pitch. I listen to music, usually Cat Stevens, the night before a game. I like to imagine myself in the game but I get so nervous that can blow it for me," said pitcher Jack Freeland.

"You've got to have something to keep you going. I'm mentally ready.

"I always put my uniform on in the same order and I've never put the same shirt back since I was in high school. I wouldn't play without them," said Johnson. "If I'm walking around the track or in my usual things, think 'why didn't I do that, I know I'm going to do bad now.'"

Doug O'Brien, who played out his eligibility last year with the baseball team, was particular about what he chewed while pitching.

"My first start last year I was chewing bubble gum and I really got bombed. From then on, when I was pitching I would chew two pieces of peppermint gum. I'm at fault," he said.

Even a gold chain or special ring can give an athlete the mental lift he needs to make him feel good and perform well.

"I used to always keep a paper clip on my glove while I pitched. I didn't do that last year but the chain or ring that I kept in my pocket. I put them on as the yellow stripe is starting to show."

Ted Williams was right about how much mental preparation is in the process of winning. A good game plan above the neck does seem to be an important factor in an athlete's performance.
Author studies the effects of nudity on children

By SCOTT CRAYEN
Daily Associate Editor

It had not been for a trip to a nudist beach four years ago that Dr. Joyce Smith would have been doing what he is today—writing a book about the effects of nudity on children.

Four years ago, Smith, an elementary schoolteacher and freelance magazine writer, wrote an article for "Human Quest," a bi-monthly publication published by the Beaches. Smith reported on what kind of people go to nude beaches.

"I went to the beach to ask people some intimate questions," said the 30-year-old graduate student in education. "I'm sure they felt suspicious about a man buzzing around on a nude beach. To make them feel more at ease, I became invisible."

Smith remained "invisible" after the story was reprinted. He became a nude beach enthusiast.

"I started reading articles about nude beaches. I was impressed by a man who received his B.S. from Long Beach State in creative writing." I came across a piece by Dr. Joyce Smith, the article notes. At a nudist colony, the author says, children "are loved and cherished."

According to Smith, "a report of an international nudist association shows that, by 1972, there were 100,000 members in nudist clubs, and that the number of nude beach goers is growing."

Smith looked for more literature on the subject of the effects of nudity on children. "I couldn't find any research done on the subject," he said. "Everything I read was based on postulations, nothing was ever tested." Smith was about to fill the information gap, "Human Quest," the company that put out "Human Quest," encouraged Smith to write a book on the subject.

That started the author on a project he has been working on now for over a year.

The bulk of that time, said Smith, was devoted to getting 75 answered questionnaires from adults who had grown up with open nudity.

"I'm just living on a low-income budget," the author said. "After all the time and money spent on the book, I don't know what the end result will be. It will be published, I hope some day."

"...matters may not be the final product, but it is very good that they all have their say," Smith said.

"After it's printed, it's very happy. If it can help any one to understand the family life, it will be worth while. If the book doesn't sell well, Smith's reputation will go to waste. I hope to use it as part of my work for the next three years."

"I hope to be spending data by the first of next year," Smith said. "I am going to take my place among the nudes," Smith said.

"I'm just living on a low-income budget. After all the time and money spent on the book, I don't know what the end result will be. It will be published, I hope some day."

By CAROL PROVIDENIA
Daily Staff Writer

An ad hoc committee set up to study the traffic safety problems at Cal Poly has already come up with several solutions to the problem, according to Donald Van Acker, head of the committee.

Van Acker said the committee is working in three areas to make an overall, comprehensive traffic study for Poly:

- Engineering, education, and enforcement. Some of the ideas the committee has come up with are:
  - Set up a traffic school and driver training school at Poly.
  - Install better bike racks in better places.
  - Set up a bike patrol, to stop brazen and envious only bicyclists.
  - Get a judge in San Luis Obispo and violators in the moment only suggestions.

The committee will make its final proposals to the Poly administration and Van Acker said he expects they will be acted on soon after that.

Van Acker said nothing about the bond and yet said that these solutions are at the heart of the problem.

Ad hoc committee reviews traffic safety

Freshmen, sophomores, & juniors

PLATOON LEADERS CLASS: The "ROTC Alternative": Open to all majors. Absolutely no requirements during the school year. Leadership development training during the summer, with pay. Upper graduation you receive your commission as a Marine Officer. Special benefits include $100 per month during the school year, free flight lessons, and other bonuses in law, aviation, and other exciting fields. Initial salary after graduation is higher than the ROTC graduate's.

Seniors & graduates

OFFICER CANDIDATES CLASS: A two week course of leadership training prepares you for a highly rewarding position in management as a Marine Officer. Open to all majors. Guaranteed assignments in law, aviation, data processing, communications and other exciting fields. Nay, Free flight lessons and other bonuses. Experience, obtained as a Marine Officer, is invaluable.

THE MARINES

The Marine Corps Officer Selection Team will be on campus November 28th through December 1st. See us in the Snack Bar between 10a.m. and 5p.m.

If you miss us on campus, call our local office 345-2035 or call toll free: (800) 353-0341

"Examinations may not be the final product, but it is very good that they all have their say."